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ABSTRACT: Blockchain has widely exploded due to distributed peer-to-peer networks, which allows nontrusting 

users to interact with each other without having any intermediate owner or administrator. The transaction in the peer-to-

peer networks by two nontrusting users can be done in a verifiable manner with the help of blockchain itself. To 

automate the process of any blockchain application various scripts are written which reside on blockchain and are 

called as Smart Contracts. Combination of blockchain with internet of things would result in a great Application 

inclusion, application would be secured from its core with many cryptographic algorithms instead providing external 

security factors. Certain modifications or issues should also be considered before deploying blockchain with internet of 

things, these will help in digitizing many applications with security and reducing faults and time complexity avoiding 

third party intermediate. Conclusion is that blockchain and internet of things combination can cause a great 

transformation and advancements in various industrial sectors with new and efficient business models.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Recently Blockchain has attracted stakeholder from wide range of industrial sectors from finance departments to 

healthcare, utility sectors, government sectors, real estate, etc. With combining existing applications with blockchain 

technology they will become more secure and often decentralized in nature, without need of central authority carrying 

out same certainty was not possible easily, but with the blockchain it has become very easy and reliable. Blockchain 

provides trustless networks as the parties can make transactions even though they don’t trust each other, the absence of 

central trusty or authority increases the transactions time making the transact more reliable and scalable. The key 

characteristics of blockchain is that it makes heavy use of cryptographyalgorithms with makes it unbreakable in terms 

of security, avoiding central authority increases reconciliation between the parties making the transactions.  

 

Automated scripts called smart contracts which resides on blockchain are used to manage the heavy and distributed 

workflow of the applications, logical functions are written in smart contract to ensure blockchain to process 

accordingly. Blockchain was introduced to solve the double spending problem with the digital money or electronic cash, 

blockchain has the distributed data structure which it replicates and shares among the other network members. On the 

other side, smart contact executes automatically between the networks to handle the newly integrated concepts. 

Detailed information should be gathered to integrate blockchain with internet of things. Here the focus is to make 

paper/receipt free transactions based on the blockchain technology. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 

 

A. How blockchain works with smart contracts 

 

Existing technologies has to maintain central authority or trusty administrator for avoiding double spending 

problem that is to keep track of every transactions between two parties and no transactions are made between two 

parties who don’t trust each other in any scenario, but with the explosion of blockchain technology each and every 

sector based on continuous transactions can enable blockchain into existing applications ensuring the high level 

security and avoiding double spending problem, central authority and maintaining trustless networks. Blockchain is 

nothing but the collections of blocks, each block is identified as block hash orcryptographic hash which maintains 

the hash of the before block along with timestamp. 
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Smart contracts are the scripts that are used to integrate application level logic on the networks, smart contracts 

reside on blockchain and are executed automatically accordingly. They are responsible to manage the distributed 

and heavy networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1. Block hash with information of other hash. 

 

B. How Reliability of blockchain with internet of things 
 

Existing centralized model for internet of things has highly maintenance cost where a small update in the device 

has to reach the millions of users even to them who have been long discontinued with the devices. From the users 

side the updates requires large amount of time and the central device has to send it to every device connected in 

network. Here the central device is in continuous work until all updates are done, but manufacturer now a days 

realized that blockchain could really solve this problem by its decentralized nature. With the blockchain integration 

the central authority has to take part just for the few device updates and onwards this device will share the 

firmware or software updates within the other devices in the network which will reduce central device workload 

and making the updates more scalable and secure with the help of in buildblockchain cryptography. 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

Blockchain with smart contracts can be very useful in Internet of things to avoid the high cost and make it more 

scalable in terms of efficiency and security. Designing of paperless carparking or any other applications which requires 

receipts, paper bills can be avoided using this technology. The existing system for the car parking has the receipt which 

the party will get during the entrance time and has tokeep it safely until they exit the parking area, and at the time of 

parking specific amount for the parking is taken along with the receipt. The amount of paper used is very large and 

resources are used to maintain the receipt and bills for the process. Blockchain can be used to avoid the same problem 

and making the application decentralized. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.2. Block diagram of proposed system 
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Here the proposed application will have an application based on blockchain will which generate a unique 

cryptographic hash when user registers with the application and that block hash will be used for the payment of the car 

parking, the user when entering the parking has to initiate the application so the time of the parking will be started and 

when he is going to exit again he has to initiate the application which will calculate the total bill with respect to time 

and is submitted to the central authority without any third party vendor. 
 
In this scenario when the user initiates the application while he is exiting from the parking the smart contract is 

triggered and the amount according to time is calculated and user is asked to pay the amount through tokens or any 

respective currency. The user will be provided with the QR code, when scanned the central owner address will be 

shown and user can transfer the amount to respective address. Here if the user is x and the central owner is y we can 

conclude how the process will be executed. 
 
Our mobile application will act as the node or device which will be synced with the blockchain or block hashes. 
 
A.MATHEMATICAL ALGORITHM 
 
 X enters. 
 

 Timestamp is recorded as t1. 
 

 X about to exit. 

 

 Timestamp is recorded as t2 

 Smart contract S is initiated. 
 

 t1 –t2 is calculated. 
 

 Amount is generated based on t value 
 

 User has to scan the QR code of Y. 
 

 Y unique address will be shown. 
 

 Payment is done. 
 

 Y exits. 
 
Here we can show all the transactions in the applications where all the users will have the transparency about the last 
transactions done. 
 
The central owner will be provided with the administrator panel where he can login and export all the transactions, can 

change the per hour rates of the parking, vehicle based rates can be applied, etc. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Before analyzing the results of our system, we will just review how existing system works and what modifications we 

have done to make it more scalable and secure. The existing system is receipt/paper based system where the user has to 

keep the receipt until he exits the car parking zone, and at the time of exit the amount is to be paid by showing the receipt. 

This workflow lead to wastage of paper to large extent and also increases the resources to handle the process, whereas 

the solution is not generic in terms of technical terms. In our proposed system we have excluded the resources and use of 

paper making the system eco-friendly. The transactions are also very secured and decentralized because of use of the 

blockchain technology. 
 
This combination of blockchain with internet of things using smart contracts is not specific to some applications but can 

be used in wide range of areas where the security and resources can be reduced to large extent providing more secure 

networks along with decentralized nature. Here we are proposing this to ensure that many applications depending on 

internet of things can be integrated with blockchain to make it more secure and scalable. The key features our application 

is that it is robust, secured and transparent compare to existing application. 
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V. CONCLUSION  

 

The proposed system demonstrates that combination of blockchains and Internet of things are very powerful. 
Blockchain gives us trusty distributed peer-to-peer network systems and ensures the security in the trustless networks 
and with auditable manner. Smart contract allows to process multi-step complex logical entities along with blockchain. 

IoT devices are directly connected with the physical world, hence combining these all technologies together will 
automate the whole process along with cryptographic verifiability as well as significant time and cost savings. The 
integration of the blockchain with IoT domain will result in extremely advanced transformations in various industrial 
sectors bringing new business models improvising the existing systems 
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